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The recent debate over a potential proposed amnesty for millions of Third World illegal invaders is a subject of much controversy and deservedly so as there is no single greater issue facing us as a Race and Nation today. In light of this debate I am compelled to issue a public statement that will not only clarify our Party’s position on this subject but will also shed some light on the underlying deceptions engaged in by both Parties as well as the major media in their efforts to sell this failed left wing social engineering experiment to the American public.

Make no mistake, the granting of amnesty to these millions of non Whites will propel America down a course from which there is no return and therefore it is prudent to consider carefully the consequences of any such proposal carefully before this policy is even brought to the floor of Congress for debate. The fact that amnesty is even being considered should be sending a very clear signal to the American public that there is a fundamental problem in both the leadership and the underlying world view of the 2 major parties that must be addressed immediately if we are to continue to realize the vision of a sovereign nation as clearly intended by the Founding Fathers.

The National Socialist Movement is dedicated to defending the continued promotion of the White Race as the dominant cultural and economic and military power within the borders of these United States. We stand in stark contrast to the 2 parties currently dominating the American political arena today and reject utterly the concept that America should surrender national sovereignty in part or in whole to any foreign or unelected administrative organization. White Americans owe no allegiance to political parties or a government that does not represent the best long term interests of our people. Party leadership works tirelessly to promote the advancement of policies that ensure America remains an independent sovereign homeland for Whites free from the destructive influences of Globalism and International Marxism. We believe wholeheartedly in the exceptionalism of the White Race as the torchbearers of civilization and oppose the notion that our people be absorbed into any regional superstate as envisioned by the global elitists that dominate current policy.

Therefore in adherence to duty and loyalty to Race and Nation we the Officers and membership of the National Socialist Movement hereby formally oppose any efforts by Congress to implement any policy that allows persons regardless of national origin that entered this nation illegally since the last Reagan era amnesty or their children to remain in this nation and demand they be repatriated as soon as possible. Furthermore, we demand an immediate moratorium on all immigration until we can re evaluate our nation’s ability to assimilate and provide for those currently residing here. We oppose amnesty and further non White immigration based on the following principles:
1) Federal statutes already exist to enforce our border security which has been systematically and willfully ignored by the Federal Government.

2) We allege furthermore members of both Republican and Democratic Parties have engaged in political mendacity by concealing a hidden agenda from the American people. This agenda is the implementation of a North American Union which will destroy National sovereignty and serve to destroy the White majority of this nation.

3) Destruction of the White majority is in violation of U.N. Resolution 260A Article 2 provision C in that it:

- Deliberately inflicts on the group in question conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part.

4) Is in fact a racist policy in that it gives preferential treatment to Hispanic immigrants while restricting the number of White immigrants that can enter this nation.

Party leadership therefore demands:

1) Before any debate on the amnesty issue proceeds that first the border be secured, with the military if necessary to discourage creating a “run” on the border and prevent any more persons from entering this nation. It is irresponsible to even mention amnesty until the border has been secured and a plan is in place to prevent further illegal immigration.

2) A thorough disclosure of what the true numbers of illegal’s residing here actually are. In the last Reagan era amnesty nearly 4 times as many people showed up as the American public was told were here. The same tactic has been used in Europe 4 times now in blanket amnesties and each time 3 to 4 times the number of people show up that the citizens were told were in the country illegally. Since this is the only model we have to work from it would be a rational train of thought to assume the same holds true here which would conservatively put the real number at some 25 to 35 million illegal’s here respectively.

3) Thoroughly explaining to the White majority the implications of what this amnesty will alter irrevocably in this nation including, but not limited to:

   A) National Sovereignty
   B) Tax Policy
   C) Jobs and Economic Impact
   D) Control of Military and Nuclear arsenal
Pursuant to explaining what we feel is the real agenda behind the proposed amnesty we would like now to elaborate for the public record what our objections to amnesty are:

In the area of National sovereignty the proposed will bring into America by the admission of Senators John McCain and the late Senator Ted Kennedy 50 to 60 million Mexicans in the next 20 years. The end result will be a block of non White voters that can beat the indigenous White voter block at the election polls. They will vote for themselves an ever increasing share of the treasury proceeds which White Americans will be forced to pay for. They will in turn vote to implement the North American Union in which ALL policy decisions will then be surrendered to an unelected body of officials. Taxation, education, economic and jobs issues, trade policies and environmental issues and even reproductive rights would all be controlled by a group of people that almost certainly do not have the best interests of White America at heart. Indeed, quite the contrary. The sense of Nationalism is extremely strong in the Mexican community and they often state resentment at the Whites who they often state are viewed as invaders on this continent. Of course not one word of the potential negative impact on Whites has been uttered by the members of Congress or the mainstream media.

On the issues of National Security we will simply say this. Are you as a White American willing to hand over the keys to our nations stockpiles of chemical, biological and nuclear arsenal to non Whites that have a PROVEN record of committing genocide against Whites at every opportunity? Not just historically, look at recent events in Rhodesia and South Africa and even the ever increasing mob attacks against Whites in this nation if you doubt the truth of this statement. Remember once you give them this power they are not going to willingly give it back. What if there is even a 5% chance we are correct, will you risk it? What is the potential payoff for you if we are wrong? You can claim “I’m not a racist”!! But again, not one word from Congress or the main stream media.

In short, amnesty means you as a White American will suffer an ever decreasing standard of living and you will be the first generation in the history of this great nation that can only offer their children a declining standard of living. You will give away all of your Constitutional freedoms, paid for dearly in blood in places like Lexington and Concord without ever even firing a shot to defend your nation. All of these things will come to pass if you do not speak out today!!

But most disturbing is the Congressional response to this blatant attempt at the subversion of our nation. The proposed amnesty is simply the culmination of a decade’s long effort by the Marxist movement in America to break America down by creating ethnic conflict and promoting sectarian violence. The malicious and willful refusal to enforce our border security is a blatant effort to simply thwart the will of the White majority and amnesty is absolutely essential in implementing this goal. They are more than willing to commit a genocide in America to see the dream of global Marxist totalitarian government.

Many in Congress support this effort and as such are traitors to their oath they swore to defend the safety, security and sovereignty of America. Therefore they are criminals and unfit to serve and deserve to be prosecuted. Others that fail to see what is occurring obviously are unfit to lead and need to be removed as soon as they can be replaced. The catastrophic failures of leadership and vision exhibited by both Parties are directly responsible for this crisis and neither side has the courage to face this real inconvenient truth. If either Party was capable of effective leadership we would not now be standing on the brink of a financial and cultural abyss. They blindly follow the accepted path of least resistance and self enrichment at the expense of you, working class White Americans!!
As far as the media goes they have been more than willing to be accomplices in this subversion of the White majority and as of yet not one serious attempt has been made to challenge any member of Congress on the issues we bring up. Senator Marco Rubio is being touted for his efforts in this treason as a person that can bring the Latino vote in for the Republicans. But what have the Republicans done for you as a White American? Latinos voted for Obama at a two to one majority in the recent election. They also ran the race mixer Paul Ryan as a vice Presidential candidate in order to pander to Blacks who still voted 93% for the Black President. But it looks like they still have not learned their lesson and are trying to be more “inclusive” and in the process are more than willing to throw Whites under the bus to try to maintain power. Rush Limbaugh also had Senator Rubio on his program this week and failed to address any issues of real significance when he should have grilled him over the amnesty/NAU connection but again not one word. See a pattern developing here?

The National Socialist Movement offers a real alternative to the current situation. We offer real time solutions that benefit all citizens and we pledge to use all legal means necessary to ensure that White America remains firmly in control of this nation. America must remain a White majority to remain America!!! No other group in America has the courage to say we are waist deep in a Marxist insurgency in America today or have a clue as to how to begin defeating them in this life or death struggle for the control of the most strategic and powerful nation on the planet.

White America’s options are now limited: Stand up now and block this amnesty in Congress or submit and condemn your children to an all out war for their very survival as a Race, as the Marxist will certainly try to make good on their threat of eradicating the White Race. I have faith that the White Race as free Americans will make the right choice. We have thrown off the yokes of tyranny before and can do so again. The lessons recently from the Chik-Fil-A incident and the record gun sales recently in response to proposed gun legislature should be sending a message loud and clear to the Obama administration but in their disconnect with the people they are unable to comprehend that America will not submit to their demands.

When the time comes and duty calls for the rightful owners of this nation to defend our people I have no doubt that they will answer that call with the utmost in personal courage and honor. Please do your part and contact the Congress and let them know nothing short of repatriation is acceptable and we will not accept anything less.

We have the legal right and the moral obligation to defend our children’s future. Attempted amnesty should be viewed as an all out assault on the very lives of Whites in America and must not be tolerated. It is past time for America to abandon the failed leadership of the two parties and embrace the principles of National Socialism. There is no choice now but a 3rd Party option and we ask that you support us in our efforts to provide effective representation for the White Race. Please support National Socialist candidates and National Socialist backed candidates in 2014. There has never been a more important issue in the history of this nation and to remain a free people we must speak out. So please join or support the National Socialist Movement. Your children’s very lives depend on it!
Gun Control/Amnesty

Detroit- A leading civil rights organizer today blasted the proposed amnesty talks as being “an all out assault” on the Constitutional freedoms of Americans and urges citizens to oppose “any and all efforts to allow persons that entered this nation illegally to remain.”

Commander Jeff Schoep of the Detroit based National Socialist Movement further went on the offensive against Republicans and Democrats alike for “engaging in political mendacity” by concealing the true purpose behind the proposed amnesty which he claims is the ushering in a regional super-state in which Americans will be forced to surrender all Constitutional freedoms including the right to keep and bear arms.

Under the proposed amnesty, a voting block of Latinos could emerge that would become powerful enough to oppose any efforts to block the creation of the North American Union, and could thus circumvent efforts to retain national sovereignty. According to Schoep “this poses the single greatest threat to all freedom loving Americans today” and urges citizens to contact Congressional leaders and insist “nothing short of repatriation is acceptable.”

“Our organization believes implicitly in the right to keep and bear arms” and that “White Americans owe no allegiance to political parties or a government that does not promote their best interests. The creation of a North American Union robs us of the right to self determination.”

The National Socialist Movement also lobbies for the creation of a White Congressional Caucus, an immediate end to all affirmative action, racial quota systems, and is the most active White civil rights organization in America today.
The NSM 2013 National Meeting in Atlanta was held April 19th. The highly anticipated and well attended event went off without a hitch and featured many excellent speakers. NSM members and guests attended from as far away as Europe, and from all over the U.S. NSM Georgia and NSM Region 3 did a great job organizing and setting up the event, and each one of the speakers delivered hammering home the message of National Socialism and Party matters that will improve and lay the ground work for our continued success here in the Nation. The meeting was held in the City of Atlanta, despite alleged and implied threats from Antifa, ARA, and other assorted anarchist and communist groups. These groups openly gave out the location and address of our meeting hall online in hopes of mobilizing enough degenerates to face us. The opposition did not dare to advance on us in Atlanta. Despite their online claims, or should I say lies about of shutting down our meeting it was completely unopposed, not one protester, not even any anarchists getting beaten with chairs like when they dared to face us in New Jersey two years ago. We will be releasing video, DVDs, and pictures shortly from both the National Meeting and the Rally at the Capitol. One cowardly act by antifoum against an NSM organizer's car did take place, a group of masked cowards crept into the parking lot as NSM Security was changing shifts, broke a car window and swiftly scampered away like diseased rats. The car window has been repaired, and our opposition proved once again how truly weak and cowardly they are by targeting a man's car and running away. These are the same people who are so brave hiding behind Police lines at our rallies, but when they know where our events are held and have no police protection they vandalize property and run away.

The following day (April 20th) was the march and rally at the Georgia State Capitol in downtown Atlanta. Permits were secured for use
of the State Capitol, and our best PA system was brought in from the West Coast to make sure we would be heard over the counter demonstrators. The Loyal White Knights arrived to assist in the March and rally, and joined forces with us again as before in Charlotte, Frankfort, and Memphis. Solidarity between different White patriot groups despite differences is rising and will continue as agreed upon. The fight for our race and nation is far more important than whatever differences the various groups have between them. It was stated in the National Meeting the night before that any individual or group standing in the way of activism, solidarity, and cooperation is to be considered hostile to White interests, and we stand by that. You are either part of the solution, or you are part of the problem, and one day will be dealt with accordingly.

In preparation for the rally, a number of people stayed behind to watch over the additional cars and meeting hall due to the incident the night before. A team of armed NSM and Klan Security were posted at the parking garage downtown instead of attending the rally at the Capitol. It should be noted that the NSM does not ask for Police to march with us, or watch our vehicles, we filed proper permits for use of the Capitol, and Police corded off a section across the street for the crowd. Our forces had to be split between the actual march and rally, the parking garage, and the meeting hall due to handling all of our own security. The NSM and Klan security team posted at the parking garage reported engaging a group of anti's who were sneaking around the parking garage with black bandannas, which were dispatched without any violence or vandalism.
Those of you who are new to street activism should take note, when dealing with Antifa/anarchist forces the biggest concern is watching over your vehicles. The opposition is weak and not suited for direct confrontation against grown men, but they will readily attack lone activists, or cars to cause vandalism. As we neared the Capitol on our march we could hear the screaming, cursing, and drums of our opposition pounding. The rules for the State Capitol grounds included no cursing, racial slurs, etc. basically its simple rules meaning everyone can have freedom of speech minus the vulgarity. The first thing you heard from the opposition is absolute hatred for the handful of Police that were stationed at the Capitol, they were screaming death to the police and death to the Nazi’s. I reminded the anarchist scum during my speech that they would not do well if the Police were not at the rally for their protection, not to mention their hatred of the police which happened to come from all different racial backgrounds was very interesting. The assorted mob protesting held signs calling for death, violence, chants for violence against the White Patriots and also against the Police.

One protester held a white doll in a noose, and another Jewish protester held a baking pan with a threat written in the pan saying it was for cooking Nazi babies. The enemies of America were a weak, degenerate, and disgusting bunch in Atlanta. There was no area for supporters to stand in, therefore what often happens is, the peace and love people are mixed in with the violent anarchists and reds, and supporters and people from the white community who just want to hear what is being said are stuck there as well. A number of supporters in the audience contacted us right away after the event, and we had met with a couple of them. NSM Georgia is meeting with additional supporters this week. Our allies in the audience said they could clearly hear our PA system and the speeches, which at some events in the past has been an issue; therefore the message of National Socialism came through loud and clear to those who wished to hear it!

Both the 2013 NSM National Meeting and the Rally at the State Capitol were productive and well received. We would like to thank everyone who attended, participated, and did their part at making this event a success. We salute you!
PHOTO ESSAY
BY D. POPE
NSM Media

The tragedies in the news about the persecution of white people around the world have caught the world’s eyes.

Now, it catches yours with disturbing images captured from a dynamic video available from NSM Media: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-xhJ2yX5lE
Mathew Owens

Beaten by blacks April 24th 2012
for “justice” over the trayvon martin case

Justin Barker

Beaten December 4th 2006
By six black students because he was white
Channon Christian and Christopher Newsome

Tortured and Murdered January 7th 2007
By blacks after a car jacking

Carissa Horton and Ethan Nichols

Murdered May 13, 2013
By two blacks for being white
FIND OUT MORE ON HOW TO STOP ANTI-WHITE VIOLENCE
Like you, I rejoiced with an NSM alliance formed in Italy. But, I wanted to know why. What are the issues?

Well, judging from some YouTube videos, non-Italian ‘migrants’ seem to be judged as better for some jobs when compared to the average Italian. And, the issue of their initial documentation is swept under the carpet of discussion: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z59sK6aAbKg

However empowered, the illegal immigration situation in Italy has gotten far out of hand. Africans have rioted in Naples when not being allowed ‘political refuge or asylum’ (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyHpp2fhXbc). Tunisian Muslims who were not allowed into Italy (as per existing international agreements, forced the mayor of the Italian island of Lampadusa to take up a baseball bat to combat their illegal entrance (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENV3ZYmAqg). And Pakistanis streaming into Italy (also presumed with questionable entrance documentation have also become a source of public decension (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32Iocz2xztQ).

But here’s the quagmire. According to ‘journalist,’ Alaina, 7-9% of Italy’s residents are “non-citizen residents. Alaina claims (as do other Italian pro-immigrationites) that “without them, the economy would collapse.” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arRaHX9sP3o). While Alaina looks and speaks like a rational White European women, she negatively reframes Italian regard for law and ethnic pride as ‘racism.’

According to Alaina, there were riots in the streets of Rosarno in 2010, when two black men were allegedly shot by white men in what he BBC confirmed as being air rifles (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqzMzQ1egkk), and that it was Italian youths. Black immigrants reactionarily struck back to whichever version of this episode you might believe, by rioting, looting and vandalizing. By the way, in her video, Alaina pronounces “by two white men” with noticeable condescension. However, she historically notes that racial tensions have gone back to 2009, when the mayor of a small Italian town made a “house-to-house search for illegal immigrants” (Operation ‘White Christmas’) that would have no doubt pleased Sheriff Joe Arpaio of Arizona.

Oddly enough, she blindly dismisses the anger of Italians against this behavior as “racism.” In fact, an Italian woman interviewed on camera made the reason for Italians’ distress quite rational. Many immigrants come to Italy to live and work legally, but far too many do not go through the legal procedures. During this interview, Alaina almost seems hung up on the issue of alleged racism. Obviously, she did not fully listen to her own interview subject!

It’s the same problem in America, Europe and elsewhere. Illegal aliens/immigrants/migrants come to our countries, ignoring legalities (including those recently enacted), do not want to assimilate, and then become anywhere from annoying to violent when we the citizens object to their illegal presence. Curiously, the venerable BBC chastises groups attempting to patrol neighborhoods as something akin of Mussolini’s ‘brown shirts’ of the 1930’s. Of course, the American media does the same thing here when they speak of the NSM.

In fact, in another BBC report, Italian National Guard member, Maria Antonnuietta Cannizzaro says “The majority of immigrants are drug dealers and prostitutes,” and infers that
illegal immigrants are taking jobs that might be taken by legitimate Italians. Sound like the American southwest?

What is the answer? Quite likely, with a National Socialist Movement now in Italy, there will be more focus on the illegalities committed by illegal ALIENS who are literally streaming into that country. And while this brief report cannot come anywhere near to a thorough analysis of the situation in Italy, at least, it’s a start.

In just scratching the surface of the issue, NSM Media is in an ironic way pleasantly pleased to find out that like America and many other countries around the world, Italy wants ‘Italy for Italians.”

If you are an Italian citizen who is frustrated with the arrogant illegalities committed by illegal immigrants to your country, contact NSM Italia by emailing nsm88italia (at) gmail.com for more information.
I was cruising around YouTube recently, and came across some interesting videos. You will probably want to look at them.

For the record, I am NOT inciting violence, and I DO recognize that Russia has an entirely different set of challenges that many of us reading this might. However, it has always been a concern expressed that people will one day rise up against their corrupt leaders in some way, shape or form to protest immigration, poor economies and other related issues. The Russian people are just doing this EARLIER than most:

Conservative Russian groups have been flourishing since the fall of the Soviet Union, and according to FRANCE 24 INTERNATIONAL NEWS 24/7 (http://www.france24.com), growing social dissatisfaction is making nationalist ideology increasingly popular. At that time that this video was posted on November 29, 2011, far-right groups were not allowed to take part in elections. However, some of their slogans and key ideas are being increasingly incorporated into mainstream Russian political parties. France 24's Moscow reporters spent time with one of their leaders. What follows is a visual report live from the scene of events, between 3 seconds and two minutes long, as well as some additional reports:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRYtzuEOZ8k

And months ago, WestEndNews observed Russians gathering during “Unity Day” to chant in the streets: “Russia for Russians, Moscow for Muscovites.” Unfortunately, Nazi symbols were not welcome: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-NKEt2OYaE

And a few months ago, Praag TV covered a protest of White Russian nationalists who took to the streets of St. Petersbourg to attract attention to acts of violence committed by illegal immigrants: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkPV4WDdiqw

And not long ago, 10,000 Russian Nationalists descended on a rainy Moscow: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FX-EiUkLTI
NSM Radio Show with Gordon Young, Maryland state leader of the National Socialist Movement, had its first show on Thursday night, June 20, 2013. His premiere guest was NSM Commander Jeff Schoep. The following is an abridged transcript:

Commander Schoep discussed topics such as new and reinforced leadership, including in that in Italy, and two new video games in the future. But, the pair also discussed more recent issues in the news, such as government surveillance.

“We’ve known that ‘big brother’ is monitoring phone conversations and email. But, now, it’s kind of interesting that they’re doing damage control,” said Commander Schoep. “It’s coming out like it’s a ‘big surprise’. Our rights are being eroded…by a ‘two-party dictatorship from the ‘lame-stream’ parties. There’s not a whole lot of difference between the Republicans and Democrats. There’s things voters want, and are not getting.”

“We were right,” exclaimed the host, who added later that, “The government’s spying on its own citizens. Be careful out there.”

“You get these people that call up with ‘crazy stuff.’ In this day and age, they’re either an agent provocateur or a complete moron,” said Schoep about people who communicate illegal or “stupid things.”

“There are a lot of people who agree with us, but are sitting on the sidelines. The people know there’s something wrong with the system,” Commander Schoep said. “Create things, run for office, pass out fliers – do something!” Schoep also warned ‘sheeple’ against being “miserable cowards” who are too comfortable.

“It is our future…our children’s’ future,” Young added.

The next topic was the ‘peace treaties’ that President Obama is negotiating with questionable governments around the world. Schoep was especially critical of the United States spending its efforts meddling around the world. Specifically regarding Afghanistan, “It’s a war that cannot be won. Let the people govern their own lands. In fact, under the Obama Administration, there’s been more drone strikes in Afghanistan and Pakistan than even under the Bush Administration. There was going to be ‘change’…”
One listener then dramatically shifted the discussion, but asking how the NSM and other National Socialists are different from mere socialists.

Commander Schoep explained that “We’re different from the ‘lefty’ socialists, where you have a lot of ‘equality,’ Marxism, and communism. But, National Socialism is neither ‘right’ nor ‘left-wing.’ We take the best of the left and the right. We certainly don’t align ourselves with anarchism or communism. But, we’re not going to let these large corporations squeeze out the small businessperson. A person has the ability to make money and even become ‘wealthy,’ but not at the expense of the nation or the people of the nation. Sometimes, it only takes asking these questions.”

A caller said Commander Schoep “will be remembered for changing the current [political] landscape in America.” He then asked what the NSM wanted to take American health care.

“It shouldn’t be something so ridiculous expensive that you can’t afford it, unless you’re an illegal alien,” explained Schoep. For example, the American Food and Drug Administration allow unhealthy (non-genetically altered) food. These are things that are causing cancers,” for example. Some American foods are not even allowed for export!

“If we were in power, we would slam the door on illegal immigration, bring our troops back, and [reduce] the poisons they put in our foods,” Commander Schoep said. “If people had the chance to talk to us, it gives us a chance to engage with us, and that it’s not what they’ve been told by the media.” “The Zionist lobby in the United States has so much power,” added Schoep. “You look at the sickness of democracy and what our nation has become.”
Got playing around with NSM’s internet radio station, and found a few things on this utilitarian, but greatly entertaining site. There are three players you can use to hear the streaming music:

--WinAmp (http://www.winamp.com/)
--RealPlayer (http://www.real.com/realplayer)

If you start the stream in WinAmp, it will override audio type file type association settings in Media Player (Tools > Options > File Types), and WinAmp will start in all later sessions. As the NSM88 Records site says: “Note that if you assign, for example, WinAmp as your default Media Player & want to use Windows Media Player you will need to manually copy and paste the Windows Media Player link into the "Play/open URL" dialog as the computer will otherwise likely redirect the links to whatever media player is programmed to handle the content type when clicked above as many media players hi-jack extensions.” So, you kind of have to make the judgment call of which player you prefer you’re audio to play on. The NSM88 Records site brings up an interesting point, that “Win Amp is a great media player that uses little system resources yet sounds excellent.” But, let’s get to the one I least like first.

RealPlayer has an amount of compression algorithms used in its audio processing that are noticeable to the trained ear. So, unless you are enamored with its inherent ability to record songs, you may not want to bother. To me, it’s kind of a toss-up between Win Amp and Windows Media Player, although I will be playing around with Win Amp’s video playing abilities sometime soon. But to be fair, I’m also going to try out the RealPlayer product, too. However, Win Amp does seem to excel at podcasting.

Personally, what I do like about Win Amp is that its native EQ settings seems a bit more simplistic and automated than the Microsoft Product. But, although the sound is more easily cleaner, Media Player seems to be able to crank the sound perceptively little bit louder. And, I’m not overly thrilled with WinAmp hijacking Media Player’s settings. But, I promise that I will play around more with WinAmp, and not be such a Microsoft luddite!

Last but not least, NSM88 Records notes regarding Media Player that “We have resolved the issue reported by people using Windows 7 with Windows Media Player 12 - not being able to open the stream by clicking the Windows Media link. As of this report, all versions of Windows Media Player 9, 10, 11 and 12 are working well with the stream.
Santa Ana Surrenders to Sam Houston by William Huddle

NSM Texas Surrenders to No One
In the Andy Griffith show, there was an episode in which school teacher, Helen Crump, was found out to have been busted in the past for possessing an illegal firearm, and hanging around with notorious Kansas City gangsters. Of course, Sheriff Taylor found out and vindicated his teacher friend (much to the local school board's embarrassment) from these illegalities. Apparently, these actions were just part of Helen's college masters thesis in journalism. She had gone 'undercover' to gather research, write an in-depth story, and chronicle the process.

However, in the real world, the Kansas City area is even more ripe with crime that you might have ever been imagined. With a river between them, Kansas City, Missouri, and Kansas City, Kansas have become a hotbed of racial tensions AND increasingly intense criminal activities. Here are some news reports that will give you some surprising perspective and insights into this growing issue:

Organized crime has ALWAYS been big in Kansas City:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDKcrveoEDE

But, just a few years ago in 2010, crime in the Kansas City area was actually WORSE than 98% of the U.S.:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGXLB_ceQIE

Homicides reached over 110 in 2011:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3aAAOGa1Dk

More police officers than normal were required for patrols recently:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIK0WC6t20U

Minority business owners are even fed up with crime:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Uyn9CigpcY

And, just a day or two ago, a man was found shot to death in his own yard:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP-f4FFHQCc
COMMANDER SCHOEP TAKES ON BLACK COMEDIAN, D.H. HUGHLEY

Last November, NSM Commander Jeff Schoep was part of a Comedy Central TV show hosted by black comedian, D.L. Hughley. The premise was 'What IF blacks could be afforded the same rights as an 'endangered species?'' Tim Greenberg, Miles Kahn and Stu Miller of the Daily Show with Jon Stewart presided over what is somewhat of an absurd premise as the producers. We caught up with Commander Schoep, and asked him a few questions about the experience.

NSM MAGAZINE: Commander, you've been on TV before in a lot of news or event-based interview situations. Here, you branched out into a totally different vein. How did is this unique publicity opportunity come to you?

COMMANDER: I received a phone call, which was really no different than most reporters, or TV shows that contact the NSM and ask us about appearing on their programs. Before I agree to go on any show, I ask some questions about what is the show about, etc. The individual/caller pitched the show to me as a documentary done by D.L. Hughley which was going to take a tough look at black culture in America. I had no idea who Hughley was at the time. I then asked what the show was going to be called, and he said the title was still in the works but it might be something along the lines of Extinction of the Black Man, or something like that, I laughed and said this does not sound like a documentary at all, it sounds like a *mocu-mentary*, and I asked if it was for Comedy Central. The guy got real quiet for a second and said yes, it is for Comedy Central. I was thinking, why did they not just come out and say it, instead of trying to trick me into thinking it was some serious documentary? He went on insisting it was still going to be a serious program, but funny also, so I knew what I was getting into in advance.

NSM MAGAZINE: Let's start with the 'big question.' Some people wondered about your making this appearance. They said you were 'giving in to the blacks.' When I saw the advance screening, it looked like you were instead buying into the absurdity of the premise of making black people an 'endangered species.' You seemed to be aiding them in showing how silly the idea was.

COMMANDER: I did put some serious thought into going on the program at all, and did not agree to it instantly. Many years ago, I saw David Duke appear on the Daily Show on Comedy Central, and they used it as an opportunity to attempt to smear him, so I knew what to expect in advance after watching that from years back. You have to consider when doing any media that it is nearly under 100% control by the Zionists and their lackeys. There is not a program we can go on that will give us a fair and unbiased platform, no matter how much they might lie and tell us it will be so. I have been in this struggle for over 20 years, and we know all too well who controls the press. We can ignore all media and press, or we can use it and get our message out to the public. Not everyone in the public is a complete idiot, anyone can see our interviews are chopped up and edited -- it’s always that way. We put our message out into the mainstream and they will find us with ease. But, if we hide in the shadows, and act like we are ashamed or hiding from the press, they will run stories on us without us having any proper representation whatsoever. The opportunity to do something with Comedy Central was something totally different, and I used it
as an opportunity to reach a new audience. Most people who watch Comedy Central are not, or have never watched a news program or documentary to learn about the NSM, so my thinking was lets launch ourselves into the living rooms of a completely different demographic. If we can reach even just a handful of people with comedy, why not do it. The press and system constantly bill me as an angry and evil person who is filled with hate. And when the public see's me on something like Comedy Central doing funny things like breaking a black and white cookie with D.L. Hughley, its hilarious, and they will think hmmm, maybe what the press said about this guy wanting to kill everyone, etc is not true, and it really IS about White rights and American values? You see, it was a really smart PR move on our part, and I am glad that I did it. The main thing to consider is how many new people found out or became curious enough to look up the NSM after that appearance?

NSM MAGAZINE: So, we probably got more people interested in National Socialism and the National Socialist Movement, because you came off as a rational person who can take an extended joke. Do you think this was the original intent of the production?

COMMANDER: From my part in the program the answer is YES. From the Jewish production staff, I am sure it might have been the opposite of their original intentions. They were hoping to get some idiot on there that would spew black hatred out of his mouth, so they could make fun of us. I did say a few funny things which ended up working, but they were hoping for fuming hate, and they did not get that. Next time, they may try casting some Jerry Springer type paid actors for that, if they want blind stupidity and ignorance.

NSM MAGAZINE: Creative media types say that doing comedy is more difficult than drama. I imagine it was even more difficult for you, given the subject, and with you being a recognized public figure.

COMMANDER: It was challenging for me considering I am more experienced in doing serious news, documentaries, and things of that nature. Overall it was fun, challenging, and most importantly served the purpose of getting NSM onto a major cable network. I learned a few things about how filming for recorded TV works, especially with some of the scenes that never aired, or aired briefly, we had to do many takes when filming in public like on the streets in New York City.

NSM MAGAZINE: Got to ask you, Commander -- Since the broadcast, have you changed your mind about helping D.L. Hughley to make black people an 'endangered species'?

COMMANDER: Hilarious, but no, I would not sign his paper then, and I am not signing it now! The program did touch upon how blacks are wiping each other out in gang violence and other things like that, which is certainly true. But, the problem is that they must solve their issues within their own community and culture. If more black people worked as hard and as many hours as Mr. Hughley does, less of them would be in the situations they find themselves in America today. Thanks for the interview, if anyone has not checked out the show and wants a laugh, maybe you have a link to it on YouTube or online somewhere. Those looking for something even more recent and more serious check us out on American Nazi's here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiPoscFUds
Everyone has heard that television brainwashes us. But, what does that mean? It actually means two things. First, many suspect groups in the world have specific agendas they wish to put in place. These groups include, but are not limited to:

- One-world government (aka ‘New World Order’)
- Extreme pro-Zionists
- Communists and 'left-wing' socialists
- Those espousing the pro-homosexual-integration-into-society worldview
- Businesses with little or no 'social responsibility'
- Pro-immigrationists (including those who attempt to reframe illegal immigration)
- People and/or institutions who want to make money by any means (especially without regards to any negative impacts to any people or society in general)

This list is by no means all inclusive, but it does point towards some of the major factions having a ‘media ax to grind’ into our minds. Second, by its very structure and presentation, TV is somewhat ‘hypnotic.’ Although not widely discussed, 30 frames of video are being created in front of your eyes every second. Regardless of the fact that there are some slight variations depending on the transmission system, this visual repetition is similar to hypnosis. Therefore, it’s reasonable to assume that watching television will put most people into some degree of a hypnotic state, thus making them more receptive to whatever message is being transmitted.

Third, writers, directors, and producers of television are skilled and quite adept at using propaganda. These techniques are often used in television to present a point, and sway the attitudes of viewers. By the way, one of the most prevalent (and insidious) methods is simply by airing any viewpoint on television, there is still a large segment of the population that will not question it, just because it’s ‘on television.’ Regrettably, these people assume that there still is a large degree of journalistic ethics and social responsibility shared by broadcasters. Unfortunately, this has been increasingly not the case.

Television journalists and media moguls want people to watch their shows. Research showing higher viewership allows them to charge more for commercial time. So, when they allow (or even positively present) the viewpoints of the ‘suspect groups’ discussed above, they usually get higher ratings. And whether the broadcasters believe in the message of these groups or not (many do), they are enabling a forum to transmit those questionable messages to your already partially hypnotized brains!

While the debate goes on if what goes on in the ‘idiot box’ is a completely conscious effort, or just an after-effect of money-chasing, one thing is clear. Television brainwashes us to varying degrees, in variously-designed efforts, to accept a variety of questionable social, economic and philosophical worldviews. Below are a few videos NSM Media has gathered as part of this report for your ‘viewing pleasure:’

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSxeHy4TeVI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJXuNhEz41U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZmP-TYy2zE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xbf7vWe5stI
Disclaimer:
The NSM does not endorse nor support the History Channel 2 in the biased worldview espoused against National Socialism in this documentary. The implied connection to National Socialism being evil, hateful, etc., including the connections to violence is be expected coming from the mainstream press. However, Commander Schoep is quoted and refutes much of this bias.

The video contains extensive NSM footage and interviews, including Southwest Regional Leader Harry Hughes, Commander Schoep, and various other speakers past and present from the National Socialist Movement dating back to the early years, including The Silver Shirts, the German American Bund, and Commander George Lincoln Rockwell.

Those interested in National Socialist history will find the show of great interest, despite the typical Zionist commentators, and traitors to the American way of life whom are also featured within the program, with their usual spin of how violent and hateful they perceive National Socialism.

While watching History Channel 2’s “America's Book of Secrets: American Nazis,” I couldn’t help myself from totally agreeing with Commander Schoep on is advance preface.

“The NSM does not endorse nor support the History Channel in the biased worldview espoused against National Socialism in this documentary. The implied connection to National Socialism being evil, hateful, etc., including the connections to violence are all to be expected...Those interested in National Socialist History will find the show of interest, despite the typical...commentators, and traitors to the American way of life whom are also featured within the program, with their usual spin of how violent and hateful National Socialism is [considered by them].”

What immediately struck me is how the producers used the artful television production technique of taking dynamic quotes and images out of context in order of creating emotionally-driven montages of fear against us.

Although some points are even more shocking, such as people suggesting on camera that we would commit violence. This is THEIR horrific fear-mongering being expressed, and is NOT our modus operandi. Additionally, the question asking in the program -- “How prepared are we to combat another deadly attack, like the one in Wisconsin?” – might be considered by some as baiting a negative allegations...or behaviors.

Another seeming misrepresentation is ‘connection’ to the pro-White movement to the killing of two Siiks in Wisconsin. This tragedy was committed by a disturbed man, not an honorable White. In fact, since he killed himself, Wayne Michael Page might have clearly been insane. “Angry outcast,” Timothy McVeigh is predictably referenced later, although the documentary admits that McVeigh was NOT a member of a pro-White group. To its credit, however, the program does quote investigators who have concluded that the killings by Wayne Page were “random acts of violence, committed by a ’lone-wolf’ gunman.”

This is not the demeanor, let alone a typical act of the average White man. And projecting what might have been going through his mind at the time is equally insane. Also bizarre, is the statement made in the program that the U.S. Army promotes ‘racism.’ However, as is stated later
in the documentary, the United States did “embrace Nazis,” especially alleged as a “conspiracy’ as part of the development of intercontinental/space rocketry during the Cold War. The nonsense of equating the aeronautical technology and the military with racism is (pardon the pun) not rocket science.

The phrase, “We must secure the existence of our people, and a future for our children,” is also intellectually demonized. Heaven forbid that Adolf Hitler would write the “mission statement for White supremacy,” or at least we are lead to feel by an ‘expert’ in the subject. Fortunately, the program does contain a relative wealth of nicely restored historical footage (some in color) that more accurately illustrates National Socialism. “We demand our rights to be American citizens,” as the German American Bund is quoted.

Of course, contemporaries, such as Commander Schoep and Region 11 Director Harry Hughes are quoted on camera, with contrary evaluations and pronunciations juxtaposed against them in almost fearful countering…especially the ‘remembrances’ of David Gletty. “That’s one of the things the Nazis of America want to do. Show the cameras that, ‘Look, we’re not the bad guys. Look whose burning down their own houses and flipping over police cars.’”

And speaking of violence, I have to give the producers kudos for dramatically spinning for viewers the attack of last year’s NSM national meeting in New Jersey (by Antifa) as somehow being indicative of the future. If you were to entirely believe all the evaluations of T.J. Leyden. However, you CAN trust the words of Commander Schoep, who as usual, came off honest, candid, reliable, and definitely on-message.

Perhaps what is most disturbing about the program as you deconstruct it (in an attempt to find a less-biased truth), is that few of its experts refuse to accept that, what is outwardly visibly as ‘Nazism,’ is not the internal core substance of National Socialism. At least we can ‘thank’ the producers for one thing… the large quantity of NSM footage they used in their little documentary!
Commander's Recent Interview
Review by Kevin James


Here is one of the important keys that ANYONE can bring out of that nearly two-hour interview:

While the National Socialist Movement DOES provide forums for intellectual discourse of the race-related issues facing us, AND we do provide various social outlets, our public relations activities (better known as 'street actions') get as much (if not more) exposure, and are getting the mainstream public to question the stupidity of their leaders and society in general regarding race relations than other related organizations.

A BATTLE OF MINDS
By Totenwolf

When we only look at our enemy, realize what is happening around us, we should also see on our main goals, for it is our main wishes and hopes we want to realize one day.

I won’t say to ignore the enemy, but that we should concentrate on the power and abilities to realize our aims. I and other members can see that we just did not break through for being less good enough, or the enemy is too strong.

No, the worst enemy one can be only to oneself and this the enemy knows well even. Victory or defeat starts to begin in head. When you think, you can’t do it, it won’t happen. And when I look around the movement there are many people with various levels of expectations.

But, we are no wonder ferry which could turn the world in another cycle but National Socialism can make your world turn another cycle. Being an own universe in which all could come true you wish for a White and healthy life. And so already the world becomes another one. You think you can’t do much? One person influences the lives of 5.000 people in his life. And what this will be, you decide. You understand?

Don’t just demand in weakness after your goals, demand in strength and conviction, brothers and sisters, being for yourselves an independent power source nobody could influence.

And when you reached this status in which everything has fallen off you...YOUR energy starts to attract others. So simple it is. So don’t be sad and think only on your powers and your abilities, because this is what all of our enemies fear the most. Our awakening, seeing what we are able to reach, developing our powers -- I know there are no limits in doing so. This is what
our enemies fear at most -- breaking the bars which are laid invisibly against us in our minds, breaking the chains of our mental prisons. This is why they make all those psychological research programs. Making it easier for us to accept things we would never accept and that we stay weak, where we could stay strong. So what they can do, we can do even better. Believe it!

Let’s break out of the doom loop and start to pursue our aims, starting in small steps and growing to bigger ones. One can fall, one can make bad experiences, but worse than everything else is to stop trying and not doing anything anymore, not getting up again. When we start to reach that point only laying on the ground, of course our enemies start to lose any respect and come with one attack after another against us. But on the other side when believe unto us, we stay independent in mind, and there will be nothing that could stop us! Our enemies wouldn’t even dare to attack us, knowing they would already lose. This is power, this is strength, this is victory! Think about it and read the blog twice when necessary!

I know those times in which one feels weak or sad... but when we look at all efforts the enemies do, we must be something worth it. We don’t need them, being able to live from ourselves. But they need us to suck us out for their sick systems, creating only mongrels and miscarriages. Never forget this, when they come in media or other enemies elsewhere again saying you are worthless. You are not, but they are showing they lose grip and influence on us.

Check this people! They just want to make you feel like that, to avoid discovering your real powers! Because when we did, they can run away. Think at those words.

You are able to achieve every aim you wish for the White race when really believing into it and discovering your strengths and abilities, realizing them, staying a constant power source for yourself and so automatically for others.
I myself am a National Socialist, and I have been fortunate enough to have learned NS from someone who actually lived and fought for Hitler's Reich. He was a Waffen SS veteran of the Wiking division named Theo Junker.

To begin, National Socialism is a philosophy that is built upon a foundation of Nature: natural truths, laws, and order. I've heard it simply put by other National Socialists that "NS is natural law applied to human affairs." So, NS begins as a worldview - literally a different understanding of reality and what it means to be a part of the natural world. Once the perception has changed, then everything else that one does becomes ‘NS’ organically.

National Socialism, politically, is the balance between all political extremisms. It is neither hyper-individualistic nor hyper-collectivist. It is the balance between individualism and collectivism: where the two meet on common ground. Yes, it's collectivist, in the sense that people put the nation before their own personal interests; but it is individualist in the sense that the individual human personality is not only recognized but is celebrated! So you can be every bit of yourself as you are biologically born to be, but at the same time your heart and mind belong to the people of your nation, because you recognize that the people are more important than yourself - the person.

NS opposes communism because communism is a philosophy based on utter lies against Nature - primarily the lie of universal equality and social egalitarianism. NS celebrates racial diversity, whereas communism celebrates the destruction of diversity by way of racial mixing until everyone has impure blood.

The economic policy was relatively simple and was never a written formula. They went with what worked and let go of what didn't. Initially, NS Germany took the route of ancient Sparta: they had absolutely no international currency, i.e. they had no gold or silver to speak of (because the treaty of Versailles left them absolutely bankrupt), so they nationalized the currency. They created a currency that was only good from one German to another. And the way they dealt with other foreign nations economically was through trade - most specifically exampled by their dealings with Argentina, South America: Argentina badly needed to industrialize and needed machines and trains, and Germany needed a lot of grain because they could not grow enough to feed everyone in their nation. So, a simple swap was done: so many tons of grain for so many assembled machines. Very simple.

But, all of National Socialism's strength rests in the philosophy, the ideology, the worldview. Once that worldview has set in it's like seeing the world for the first time. It's like seeing reality for the first time. It's like seeing sanity for the first time. It's a breath of fresh air - raw, living air. It's like bathing in living water, rather than artificial water in a tub. It's literally indescribable.

National Socialism promotes a number of values that, in my eyes at least, make it triumph head and shoulders above greedy capitalism, cowardly democracy, and insane communism. Primary NS values are honesty, courage, and selflessness. To accept the nature of the world rather than trying to invent a reality because one is too weak to bear it. Selflessness is the highest example of nobility - and nobility is in the name of our people: the Aryans. Aryan, from the ancient language of Sanskrit, literally translates into English as Noble one. And Adolf
Hitler professed a philosophy where giving one's self to the community is far grander than to take from the goods of a people who cannot maintain their level of production.

NS is anti-greed, anti-selfishness, anti-sensationalism, anti-egotism...rebirth

National Socialism is basically the rebirth of the ancient spirit of our most ancient of Ancestors - Ancestors that once gave birth to extraordinary feats of civilization such as that of Greece and Rome. NS is the will of the Aryan race to be free once again, free like it once was thousands of years ago.
This production contains the use of occasional obscenities and described violence. Parental guidance is strongly suggested. This audio drama was originally written by George Lincoln Rockwell about 50 years ago. A few years ago, Keelan of Guiltfree Radio recorded a 30-40 minute version that was quite true to the intentions of the original script.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MywspFtkOF

Last year, NSM Media worked on a version that added more background music and special effects. Our intent was to infuse some of the creative elements from the CBS Radio Mystery Theatre of the 1970's, and Orson Welles' "War of the Worlds" into the production. This year, we unfortunately lost Keelan, but her work lives on.

According to our interpretation of her wishes, NSM Media has re-edited the production, eliminating much of the background special effects, and highlighting more of her dramatic reading. Also in this 2012 version, we have also deleted certain scenes and dialogue elements for a variety of aesthetic reasons. The result is a production that stands on Keelan's deeply emotional delivery. Additionally, although most are aware of Rockwell's worldview, listeners of this modern re-envisioned version will not be able to tell WHO is behind the sudden decay of society in this production. But, you might be right if you took just a few guesses...
**College Experience**  
*By Jason C.*

I recently transferred schools this semester. I moved from the South to the Deep South and I was hoping that things would be better for a racially aware person such as me. I could not have been more wrong. I don't know what it is about this part of Georgia, but Athens has been surprisingly liberal. My apartment has me rooming with someone who can't speak a lick of English, and hasn't cleaned shit a day in his pathetic life.

The university has this one requirement that all students have to take a course which reflects "our country's natural diversity:" a sociology class. Better known as African American Studies...even better known as F-White People Studies. The class consists solely of a grad student angrily spewing anti-White filth for three hours a week. We then have to read all of this bullshit on how niggers are treated unfairly by "the system." If you are a racist, then you are a bad person and should be excluded from society. If you are not a racist, but are White, then f-you, the system favors you and therefore you are still a racist. Don't live in the US? Well you should. Everybody should.

Let's all just sit around singing Kum-Ba-Yah. Right now we're talking about how Blacks make up 96-98% of the arrests for crack cocaine. They say that the system unfairly targets them for their use of crack. Are you kidding me? What the do you want me to do? Give them a smiley face sticker for their business skills? F-YOU! How is this kind of bull okay to teach in a classroom?

**What to Call Illegal Aliens (a humorous analysis)**  
*By Kevin James*

In early April, the Associated Press changed its stylebook in an effort to stop journalists from describing 'illegal aliens' by that term (http://blog.ap.org/2013/04/02/illegal-immigrant-no... ). Needless to say, there was a lot of discussion about this in the media. Geraldo Rivera maintains that saying 'illegal alien' is like saying, 'negro,' or 'homosexual.' (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=visoy3vS2E ). Just ask Paula Deen. According to Jay Leno, illegal immigrants are now “undocumented Democrats.” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVJnGuaKong ) How TRUE! Illegal or undocumented? (MRC TV shows how wording makes a difference in the debate -- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBUuyNWnkj4 ), and PolicyMic.com calls the move "absurd." Legal scholars contend that the esteemed Fourth Estate is incorrect. Read this (http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Alie... ), if you want a complete (and quite interesting) detailing of the issue. Accuracy in Media takes the discussion further, by indicating the discourse is an attempt to sway mass perception of illegal (yes I said it) aliens (http://www.aim.org/aim-column/illegal-alien-propag... ). Of course, we at NSM Media cannot help but want to become involved in this matter. Accordingly, we propose a new, but equally accurate moniker for 'illegal aliens.' How about, Undocumented Person Residing Illegally, Milking Benefits, and Mocking the Dominant Indigenous LEGAL Population?
We have just returned from Memphis, TN. from a rally sponsored by the Loyal White Knights. The purpose of the rally was in response to the City council plans to rename the Park named after Civil War Hero Nathan Bedford Forrest, in the name of rewriting history and political correctness run amok. The City of Memphis braced for the possibility of riots instead of telling the city council to work on real issues focusing on the betterment of the City, they concentrated on what could be done to contain the rally and bury the history of the City and disrespect the Forrest family.

In despite of the rain, approximately 75 or more Patriots gathered together from various different groups in solidarity for a good cause. The speeches started with Imperial Wizard Steven from the North MS. White Knights who really fired things up, expect many more great things to come from these guys! The second and third speeches came from The NSM with Commander Schoep and Capt. McBride slamming the hammer to the anvil from Detroit. The next speaker was from The Virginia Grand Dragon of the LWK, we have heard him speak before and he can deliver, a truly talented speaker! Up next was Ryan from Aryan Nations who did a great job and paved the way for the rest of the dedicated men who spoke on behalf of the Klan groups. The NSM would like to thank all of our members, the new prospects, and supporters that showed up to represent the NSM at this event. We provided a few more than I expected with Atlanta's National Event just a few weeks away! After the work was done for the rally many of us attended a Cross Lighting Ceremony on private land, this was a first for some of the people in attendance. Those of you whom have never participated in one are really missing out.

The title of this after action report is solidarity because it has been a while since we have seen true solidarity and cooperation between so many White groups for one event. I myself have attended many White Patriot events over the years, from Klan, to conservative, to concerts, to NSM events, and everything in between, however this was different, and different in a good way. Representing the respected groups were members of the Loyal White Knights, National Socialist Movement, North Mississippi White Knights, Aryan Nations, a couple of other Klan groups, a Motorcycle club, and if there were others I missed we salute you as well. All of our groups have respective differences in tactics, politics, sometimes Religion, or other disagreements, however this event has proven we can come together when duty calls. Each of the groups were respective to everyone and pledges were made amongst us all to continue working together, and to drive out anyone whom attempts to drive wedges or create friction between Pro-White groups. The enemies of our Folk have spent decades propping up fake groups, sending in informants or traitors whose sole purpose is to destroy and weaken the White Resistance in this Nation. They will continue to send scum in against us, but understand this, the Movement is strengthened, united, and we will drive out every traitor who dares to stand against us. It does not matter if the
brother or sister next to us is wearing an NSM Patch, serving in the Klan, Aryan Nations, Skinhead group, motorcycle club, or whichever White group your loyalty is with, you are either with us or against us! Solidarity in action was practiced this past weekend and is being developed into future cooperation, the greatest fear and nightmare of the enemies of our Folk is becoming a reality.

I would like to personally thank the North MS. White Knights for hosting the Sacred Lighting and having us as your guests, we know it was a great honor to participate and we salute you. Thank you once again to The Loyal White Knights whom we know well and have the greatest respect for, you all have been tremendous allies in this fight and truly set an example for other groups to follow. Salutes and thanks to all the NSM and everyone else we met and your pledges of solidarity as we all move forward in this fight together.
What is National Socialism?
By Kyle ATB

National Socialism represents the most sound means of assuring the biological and cultural rejuvenation and progression of the White, or Aryan race.

National Socialism is the product of over a century of political and social thought cultivated in Germanic Nations, popularized and first put into action by its foremost proponent, German Führer and Chancellor Adolf Hitler.

National Socialism was at first a progressive political outlook adopted in several European Nations, but evolved quickly into a pan-Aryan Vision of racial rejuvenation and progress.

Why do you call yourselves "Aryan?“

Aryan is derived from the Indo-European root "aryo," meaning noble. Arya has been used as a self-description of Indo-European Peoples from Ireland to India for millennia, and survives today in the country names Eire (Ireland) and Iran last century; Aryan was revived from the largely forgotten heritage of our ancestors, and has been used since by both scientists and laypersons as a synonym for White. Aryan was popularized by Adolf Hitler in his political autobiography, Mein Kampf (My Struggle). Aryan is the proper designation for the White Peoples of Europe and their descendants across the globe.

Why do you use the Swastika?

The Swastika (from Sanskrit, "good fortune") is an ancient symbol of the Aryan Peoples representing primarily the positive powers of the Universe which generate and sustain Life, and secondarily good will and good fortune toward the righteous. The Swastika has been used for over four thousand years by Aryan and non-Aryan alike in Asia, Europe, and North America. Aryan racialists reclaimed use of the Swastika from pre-Christian European cultures as a bold emblem suited to represent the revival of our rich heritage.

In addition to the Swastika, National Socialists utilize several other symbols to visually convey Ideals of our Cause. Among these are: the Triskelion, a three-armed cousin of the Swastika often displayed by White South Africans, symbolizing racial renewal and progress; the Life Rune, a three-armed "Y", derived from the ancient Germanic Futhar (alphabet) and symbolizing creation, rebirth, and regeneration; and the Odal Rune, a diamond shaped ring with two "legs", symbolizing community and common heritage and usually associated with the concept of "Blood and Soil."

What is "Blood and Soil?"

"Blood and Soil" refers to the relationship between People and Homeland, and the link of the individual to the natural Order. "Blood and Soil" represents reverence for the origin and miracles of Life, the Ideal of organic lifestyle, and the importance of truly creative work.
Aren't you nihilists without morality?

National Socialism is a reawakened moral perception, founded upon the eternal living Truth of the Creator's Will. National Socialists embrace the Divinely-inspired purpose of humanity: the quest for excellence and constant improvement. National Socialists believe the Aryan Race is the premiere guardian of the righteousness of the Divine Will and the vanguard in the never-ending struggle to achieve humanity's ultimate physical and spiritual potential.

National Socialists realize the present dominant paradigm, based upon Judaic thought, blasphemes the Creator's will. Cultural-diversity destroying "universalist" ideologies such as, Capitalism, Marxism, and Internationalism, founded upon the Jewish Ideal of circumvention of the Creator's Will must be rejected by all people who revere the Divine Master of the Universe. No compromise or synthesis is possible between the natural Order's Truth and thoroughly flawed Jewish paradigms.

National Socialism has no pretentious religious "law book" purporting to contain "truth." The Wisdom of God is present in Nature for all to seek, understand, and apply in their own lives.

What are the "14 Words?"

"We must secure the existence of our People and a future for White children." They are a creed defining succinctly the raison d'être of today's National Socialist Order of America.

Why do you sometimes give that "Hitler salute?"

The Aryan Salute, the right arm extended forward with an open hand, is an ancient greeting first used by warriors to designate an absence of ready weapons and hostility. The common military salute is a more convenient adaptation of this millennia-old custom. The Aryan Salute has been used by many Aryan Peoples, most notably during ancient times by the Romans, most notably in modern times by citizens of Fascist Italy, Fascist Spain and National Socialist Germany.

The Aryan Salute today symbolizes peace, respect, and good will toward comrades or friendly strangers to whom it is extended. Alternatively, it symbolizes Aryan racial solidarity when extended to foes.

Do you worship Hitler?

National Socialists do not "worship" Adolf Hitler. National Socialists do offer Hitler deserving veneration for his role in bringing our Race a message of hope through his leadership of the German People, and as visionary of a new Europe and a new world.

National Socialists recognize that while Hitler was an outstanding leader, he was human, capable of error. Hitler's example, both through communication with us in Mein Kampf, and in
the record of his deeds, serves to guide National Socialists in their efforts to initiate Aryan renewal, but his doctrine does not inhibit the positive evolution of National Socialism toward more sound ideas and methods. Unlike the static, lifeless ideologies of the Establishment, such as the "liberalism"; and "conservatism"; peddled to confuse and divide Americans against themselves, National Socialism is a living philosophy which adapts to new positive trends and circumstances of an ever changing world.

**Why do you seem to hate Democracy?**

National Socialists embrace genuine Democracy, but reject the Establishment's false democracy in which the illusion of a People's government is bolstered by a controlled system of "choices" that all invariably lead to the same end.

Adolf Hitler presented a legitimate alternative to the German People in his day, and was freely supported by the vast majority of Germans throughout his reign. National Socialists today believe that presented a genuine choice, without our opponents using misrepresentation, slander, and false promises, the American Majority would choose to create a National Socialist political system and social order.

National Socialism does not endorse dictatorship; that is, a political apparatus that functions contrary to the Will and best interests of the People, as does the present System. National Socialism endorses the "leadership principle," or the idea that a Nation is best governed by those most capable of guiding his or her fellow citizens and providing for their common needs and wants.

**Why does it look like you hate Your Own Countries?**

National Socialists love the countries that were founded by our pioneer ancestors, but despise the "New America" of crime and corruption, decadence and degeneracy, lies and lewdness.

America’s founders envisioned a land where Aryans from every European Nation could build a new life, and by hard work and noble ideals, build a great country. America became a great country because its Aryan men and women made it a great country.

Traditional American Ideals of Honesty, Courage, Commitment, Determination, Ingenuity, and Industriousness have been subverted because the American People are one of the last obstacles the World Manipulators must overcome to achieve their "New World Order" of absolute power and unchecked accumulation of your wealth. This ongoing destruction of our People is the sinister work of alien anti-Americans, who pose as Americans, and their diligent assistants, the treasonous Washington Criminals.

Many great Americans, including Henry Ford, Charles Lindbergh, and Walt Disney believed in National Socialism, and worked to prevent the enslavement of our People. Today's National Socialists demand a return to the Ideals that made this a once great land, and work to restore the prosperity and prestige the American People deserve.
Why don't you seem to believe in human rights?

National Socialists believe that a People's right to choose how they live with whom they choose to live --the right of self-determination-- is the most fundamental, inalienable human right.

The Aryan Race has been denied self-determination through the actions of both internal and external forces, these forces operating out of hatred and/or self-interest to inhibit the social and economic health of Aryan families worldwide, with the ultimate goal being the extinction of our kind through genocidal social, political, and economic programs. National Socialism's foremost goal is the liberation of the Aryan Race from these genocidal policies, and implementation of alternatives which will assure our Peoples' perpetual survival and continued positive evolution. Part of this goal is to liberate the mind and soul of Americans from the unjustified guilt complex instilled by the Establishment's schools and churches and perpetuated by the Jewish-controlled media. This undeserved shame inhibits the lives of its victims, and must be replaced by love for one's Race and Nation.

The 'concern' about 'human rights' by the Jewish-controlled media and among most Establishment academicians and politicians is a clever sham designed to obfuscate, hiding the real causes of oppression and injustice in the world.

The Establishment's fraudulent "United Nations" and other 'human rights organizations' are mere comforting facades, used as tools both to divert attention away from the sinister whims of the World Manipulators and to neutralize opposition to their "New World Order."

Examination of the record of these "human rights organizations" reveals a very slanted bias toward certain issues and groups serving a clear political agenda. Most obvious is the total lack of genuine censure and effective sanction of Israel's decades of murder and oppression against the indigenous People of Palestine.

National Socialists believe in genuine human rights for all Peoples. The well-being of the Aryan Race is always our first concern, but as feasible, we support and aid other Nations and Races in their efforts to build societies conducive to their happiness and prosperity and appropriate for their unique characters.

Why are you such Male Chauvinists?

Despite what Establishment academicians and the Jewish-controlled media insist you believe, male National Socialists consider our racial sisters partners in the struggle for racial survival, as activists, warriors, and mothers.

The Creator intends for women and men to be complementary, not contradictory. While Marxist and Jewish "Feminists" arrogantly reject women's uniqueness, attempting to "liberate" women from their womanhood, National Socialists accept the slight differences between men and women as strengths, and demand an end to the gynophobia which is a consequence of centuries of pervasive Judeo-Christianity.

Relative to the era, National Socialist Germany had the most truly progressive attitude toward women's issues, making leaps forward to end the contempt of women emanating from Judeo-Christian tradition. Adolf Hitler, among his many revolutionary acts, broke the traditions of the highly andocentric German Armed Forces by awarding heroine test-pilot Hanna Reitsch
the Iron Cross. Many capable, talented women, like Realm Women's Leader Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, assumed important roles in helping to rebuild German society, and later in the defense of Europe, often while tending their families in the face of great adversity.

Just who do you consider "Aryan?"

National Socialists recognize individuals as biologically Aryan if they are wholly of non-Jewish, non-Asiatic European ancestry, descendants of the autochthonous Peoples of the contemporary states of Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Britain, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Ukraine. Many persons of Albanian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Georgian, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian, Serbian, and Spanish heritage also qualify as Aryan, their ancestors being pioneers of Aryan communities in those lands.

In every Aryan, there is an instinctive drive to rise above mediocrity and decadence. Materialistic ‘modern living’ can suppress or pervert this calling, but nothing can ever fully extinguish this gift from the Creator. The Aryan who begins to feel this energy ceases to wallow in the spiritual wasteland of the Establishment's benighted "religious" seers, and struggles to master his or her own Will, achieve proficiency, alleviate shortcomings, discover wisdom, and while so doing, experiences a "revolution in thought" to attain an unique sense of Being, the Aryan Consciousness. To attain the Aryan Consciousness is to fulfill one's Aryan heritage, to complete one's ‘Aryanhood.’

Many myths about the criteria of ‘Aryan’ have been perpetuated by the Jewish-controlled media and Establishment academia. An Aryan is not necessarily blond, blue-eyed, and six feet tall; the blond Nordic is merely the most notable representative of the Aryan Race because he or she differs most significantly from non-Aryans. National Socialism did not and does not preach or practice hatred of non-Germanic Aryans, such as French or Slavic Nations. Adolf Hitler enjoyed the work and friendship of many aides and officers of German citizenship, but Polish family name and heritage. Hitler also facilitated the independence of the Slavic Nations of Croatia and Slovakia.

Unfortunately, centuries-old, myopic cultural antipathy between Slavic and Teutonic Nations did, and does manifest itself, occasionally resulting in misunderstanding and conflict, including the 1939 Polish-German War.

Why does it look like you hate non-Whites?

National Socialism is based on love of one's own kind and the Creator’s benevolent natural Order, not hatred. National Socialists love their Race above all, and wish to see it thrive and progress.

Non-Aryans, in particular Jews, regularly engage in activities which inhibit the life, liberty, or pursuit of happiness of Aryans, and sometimes directly harm individuals of our Race. The effects of these hate-motivated activities provoke deep resentment and sometimes defensive hatred in Aryan racialists, occasionally resulting in unfortunate retributory measures against the perpetrator. Despite this, Aryan racialists strive to avoid conflict with individuals from different
racial or ethnic groups, extending due respect to non-Aryans whenever possible. National Socialists support and often work with racialists of other Races, such as Black Muslims, who wish to see their Peoples thrive and progress, too.

Because it benefits their self-serving political agenda, the Jewish-controlled media routinely and deliberately misrepresent the ideas of Aryan racialists, National Socialists in particular, and present the highly misleading and inaccurate image of the "violent White-supremacist 'neo-Nazi extremist', resulting in the popularly-held myths about the National Socialist Movement.

**Why did Hitler murder six million innocent people?**

Contrary to popular belief, no program of genocide against European Jewry existed during World War II. Unfortunate but understandable deaths resulted from Allied-inflicted acts of war which crippled the German economy and infrastructure, leading to virtual cut-off of supplies to the concentration camps and the starvation or death by disease of tens of thousands of inmates. There simply was no deliberate program of genocide planned and implemented by the German government, nor is there evidence for the existence of gas chambers suitable for mass-murder at the camps alleged to be "extermination centers."

A myth has been constructed through sophistry from the spurious allegations and misrepresented facts regarding the Jewish situation during World War II as a weapon of psychological and political extortion and manipulation of Western Peoples by Zionists and their Judeophile apologists.

The "Holocaust" is an ‘historical fact’ so flimsy it must be supported by force, legislation being enacted in several "democratic" countries, including France, Germany, and Sweden, making it a criminal offense to express doubt in any aspect of its dogmatic "truth."

**Aren't you right-wing fascists?**

National Socialists reject the Establishment's misleading left/right political spectrum, and are neither "rightist" nor "leftist," favoring policies similar to those put forth by both liberals; and conservatives on many issues. National Socialism cannot be confined to a philosophical "pigeonhole"; because our revolutionary Vision transcends the false stereotypes inherent in the 'traditional;' political spectrum. Fascism is properly the name of the political and social ideology espoused by Italian Duce and Premier Benito Mussolini. Fascism and National Socialism have many similarities, but are not synonymous. Fascists believe in the supremacy of the State and conformance to a rigid artificial social order, while National Socialism is the manifestation of the Laws of Nature in harmony with the collective spirit of the People, or Folk, who are the highest entity of the Nation, above the State and other man-made institutions.

The term, fascist, derives from the Latin word fasces, the name of the Roman symbol of legitimate authority, a wrapped bundle of rods with a projecting axe. The fasces can be found today in and on many "American"; Federal and State government buildings, and county court houses. "Fascist" is regularly used by the Jewish-controlled media, Establishment academicians, and misled Americans as a label intended to be severely derogatory to any opponent of the present System's illegitimate power over the American People.
Hasn't science proven you're full of it?

Dishonest ‘scholarship’ by the clique of politically-motivated social and bio-social scientists has resulted in a body of pseudo-science, its formulators deliberately omitting ‘undesirable’ facts relating to the strengths and shortcomings of each unique human race. This phony "science" is cited ceaselessly by media liars, hopelessly befuddled ‘intellectuals,’ and the well-meaning but misled ordinary American. Equally-qualified and -educated scientists have challenged the false premises of the Establishment's Lysenkoesque anthropology, and offer a dogma-free alternative which takes into account ignored facts.

Orthodox social "science," which maintains as a major tenet the political idea of biological racial equality, allegedly justifies today's social policies that have caused great hardship and despair for millions of both Africans and Aryans. Because the victimization of Aryan and African families must end, National Socialists demand realistic social policy be implemented as soon as possible to relieve the misery inflicted.

National Socialists promote the Scientific Enterprise, which is simply the discovery or understanding through free inquiry of the Laws and processes of the natural Order, and encourage use of scientific knowledge to better the collective human condition and the lives of individuals. Scientific research flourished in National Socialist Germany, with advances occurring in medicine, psychology, environmental science, engineering, chemistry, and other fields, work by German scientists even leading directly to the success of America’s space program and Moon landings. A National Socialist government will help make American science once again the best in the world.

Shouldn't we save the Earth first?

National Socialists recognize that to survive, the Aryan Race must have a healthy environment, free of the life-inhibiting poisons Capitalism has brought upon the world.

The National Socialist German government promulgated numerous radical Nature conservation programs, including the most progressive and comprehensive legislation to date, the 1935 Reichsnaturschutzge setz (Realm Nature Protection Law).

National Socialism today, in the Aryan tradition of strict reverence for the natural Order and its Life-giving elements, aims to curtail the everywhere pervasive Nature-destroying consumptionism. To remedy the environmental disasters caused by the Capitalists mad quest for profit, National Socialists advocate implementation of sustainable, organic agriculture, responsible methods of resource extraction and use, and reduction and eventual elimination of toxic substances in our nourishment and throughout the environment.

Why should I support something my grandfather died to destroy?

It is terribly painful to realize our grandparents' generation was used by the Roosevelt regime and the shadow string-pullers behind that cabal, but the facts demonstrate that indeed the American People were deceived -abused- by traitors, to compel them to fight their brothers and sisters in Germany during World War II. Are the American People happier today than before the
war? Are American schools better, streets safer, and cities more beautiful today than before the war? The American People fought not to save their traditional way of life, but to destroy America’s potential ally in order to increase the wealth and power of the World Manipulators.

Adolf Hitler sincerely sought alliance with the American and British Peoples, as the record shows, but the criminal Roosevelt and Churchill regimes violently rebuffed his hand of friendship. Ironically today, it is the Vision we share with Hitler that will save the American People from the gruesome end gleefully planned for us by the World Manipulators.

We cannot condemn the millions who fell in the Second World War, American and German, to a vainful death by refusing to do what is right today because our forebears mistakenly thought it wrong yesterday.

**Aren't you just the tools of the wealthy and powerful?**

National Socialism is the diametric opposite of monopoly Capitalism. The World Manipulators and other socio-economic elitists have hated and feared National Socialism since its inception, for the National Socialist Vision represents a viable alternative to the Tyranny of Money's inequitable compensation for productive labor and its criminal usury-debt-based finance system, which oppresses working people of all racial and ethnic backgrounds. Not the Democrats, not the Republicans, not the Marxists, but only National Socialists expose the usury-debt finance racket, vowing to destroy it, replacing its rape of the worker with a more equitable economic system based on genuine wealth and a sound currency.

National Socialism is dynamic and progressive, fostering all types of creative work which contribute to the health, happiness, or safety of the Race and Nation, and mandates proper compensation in living wages, prestige, and social services for farmers, artisans, and laborers. A National Socialist government will rigorously sanction with correction or expulsion parasitical elements which selfishly exploit the Nation and refuse to contribute for the benefit of the entire Folk community.

A National Socialist government will protect the national economy from a flood of goods produced through Capitalist exploitation of foreign slave labor, guaranteeing American workers a fair trading market.

**Will you dare try to legislate morality?**

All governments legislate morality. That's the purpose of legitimate government, to provide for the order, stability, and justice which guarantees citizens opportunity for happy, productive lives. The difference between a legitimate government and a dictatorship is not a matter of methods, but of motives in legislating and governing the Nation. A legitimate government legislates morality -law- which benefits the People's livelihood and happiness. An illegitimate government legislates morality that serves special interests, most often a wealthy economic minority, usually leading to spiritual and social sickness for the Nation.

The Jewish-controlled media and Establishment academicians and politicians strive to deny the present regime's legislation of perverse morality. By deceiving the American People, awareness of the perversity of the legislated morality is lessened, and opposition to it stifled.
A National Socialist government will legislate and govern in the best interests of the American People. National Socialism will put an end to U.S. Government-sponsored pictures of Jesus Christ in urine purported to be "art," Establishment-promoted-and-defended "rap songs" advocating murder of police officers purported to be "music", Establishment-glorified filthy acts like anal sex purported to be "constitutional rights", and the domination of the American Majority by a bigoted religious minority who places a tax on all Americans' food in keeping with their "dietary laws."

Why did Hitler have total gun control?

Misinformed individuals, deriving their false premises from the Jewish-controlled media and Establishment academia, wrongly claim the German People were deprived of firearms during the Third Reich. While it is true the National Socialist German government did enforce many firearms regulations, the Hitler Administration in fact moderated the stricter gun control regulations of the ‘democratic’ Weimar Republic, and encouraged ordinary German citizens to obtain firearms.

National Socialists support the inalienable right to individual and collective self-defense, against both ordinary thugs and corrupt regimes that operate against the well-being of the Nation. Therefore, National Socialists support the right to possess, and use whenever necessary, effective firearms and proper ammunition, free of the unreasonable regulations and taxes intended to deprive the citizenry of self-defense weapons.

Who are these "World Manipulators?"

The World Manipulators are an international network of highly resourceful fanatics who believe it their rightful destiny to be Lords of the Earth. This network of organized crime has become a de facto, quasi-secret ‘super government,’ exercising near absolute power over the world's banking system, and tremendous influence over the world's mass media and most of the world's ostensibly legitimate governments.

Jews, members of a People who have chosen themselves to rule the World, comprise a majority of the World Manipulators, with substantial numbers of Aryans and Asians intoxicated with Judaic thought also participating in this obscene racket.

Through their masterfully managed mass media, and with the aid of their apologists and "true-believers" in the Establishment’s "Ivory Towers" of Ignorance, the World Manipulators have created a spectrum of "permissible"; thought, not unlike the "goodthink" in Orwell's dark world of 1984, which "right thinking" people are expected to adhere to, with admonishment or even criminal punishment for transgressors. Obviously, National Socialism lies outside this "politically correct" spectrum of "permissible" thought.

The World Manipulators recognize strong, healthy, free Nations and Races are unbreachable obstacles to their insane lust for unlimited power and wealth, and seek to enslave or obliterate through concocted "no-win" wars, planned economic calamity, and crazy but calculated social policy all Nations and Races, especially the Aryan Race.
What is "ZOG?"

"ZOG" is an acronym for Zionist Occupation Government, and is a popular euphemism for the alien anti-Americans, the Washington Criminals, and their willing collaborators within Federal, State, and local government agencies that dictate directives to the American People and force our compliance.

The Zionist Occupation Government is an entity under the hegemony of the World Manipulators who stealthily coordinate the policies of the several occupation governments wielding power over the Aryan Nations to provide a uniform tyranny as well as a united front of the "international community" against any potential threat. ZOG is an "occupation government" because it is commanded by infiltrators from a foreign power who gained entry to the United States for the purpose of sabotage of America's legitimate authority, armed forces, and economy leading to our unavoidable capitulation as a sovereign Nation. ZOG is "Zionist" because it aims toward fulfillment of a Jewish dream based on ancient myth that Jerusalem would one day be Capital of the World, issuing commands to all Nations of the Goyim (an usually derogatory Yiddish term for "the Gentiles").

What do you call your party?

Because today's political scene has changed phenomenally since the days of Hitler's National Socialist German Workers' Party, the National Socialist movement is multi-faceted, with a diversity of tactical and logistical approaches to achieve our goals.

Since the World Manipulators have a "golden grip" on the political systems of Western Nations, National Socialists have little chance of implementing our program of national renaissance through conventional means. At the present time, National Socialists have focused exclusively on education of their fellow Americans and preparation for inevitable eventualities such as chronic economic distress and the consequent social disruption and chaos.

The time for direct action has not yet arrived, and each individual National Socialist must practice stoic restraint until that time does arrive. A National Socialist is defined by inner substance, not by outer appearance. Attention-desperate clowns dressed in Hollywood "Nazi" costumes parading around with German flags in childish imitation of a past era who cannot offer a coherent expression of the National Socialist Vision -favorite spectacles for Jewish-controlled television- are not National Socialists.

What does National Socialism offer me, the ordinary American?

National Socialism means the opportunity of a happier, more fulfilling life for the ordinary American working man and woman.

A National Socialist government will work for you and your best interests, using your hard-earned tax dollars for the benefit of your People's well-being, not for "foreign aid" parasites like Israel.
National Socialism means that the American worker's productivity --his or her hard work-- will work not for international bankers, millionaire Capitalist racketeers, and their politician-stooges, but to build a better today for American families and an even brighter tomorrow for Aryan children.

National Socialists support:

--Opportunities for all to have a rewarding, productive career, suited to individual ability, talent, and needs.
--Affordable opportunities for all families to truly own a home or a food-and-fiber-producing homestead.
--Opportunities for creative entrepreneurs to establish or sustain productive businesses supporting their families and the national economy, free from the crippling taxes, usury-bondage, and corrupt anti-entrepreneur tactics of today's monopoly Capitalist system.
--Physical and spiritual health maintenance programs for all ages, emphasizing holistic nutrition and fitness awareness.
--Free, comprehensive medical services for all, with special concern for children, mothers, and the aged.
--Free, universal quality education, primary through university level, stressing excellence, practical knowledge, and love of wisdom.
--Enjoyable leisure and social activities for workers inside and outside the workplace, including family vacations, participant sports, and Nature appreciation activities.
--Replacement of Establishment-directed soul-destroying mindless "entertainment" and degenerate "art" with government-supported programs empowering all to express themselves in spiritually-healthy music and literature, graphic, plastic, and performing arts, and other culture forms.
--Replacement of the Establishment's mechanistic, inorganic, money-driven law code with a People's Law system upholding the principle of justice for individuals regardless of wealth, gender, or age.

Question not how National Socialism will build a better life, but how it can once again.

How can I help?

Collecting Third Reich memorabilia is a hobby, not activism. Discussing today's problems while not working for the solution is whining, not activism. Painting swastikas and screaming racial slurs is juvenile stupidity, not activism.

Activism means commitment. Activism means you dedicate yourself to the cause of Aryan survival, and work daily for its realization. Activism means you think, act, and look like an Aryan. "Thinking like an Aryan" means constantly having thoughts constructive and beneficial for oneself and our Race. "Acting like an Aryan" means upholding Honor in all you do, working for the best interests of the Aryan Race, and never doing anything senselessly harmful to oneself or our Race. "Looking like an Aryan" means presenting oneself in a respectable manner at all times, with cleanliness and sobriety. Therefore, drug addicts,
alcoholics, sexual deviants/perverts, "thrill-seekers," fanatics, and the mentally and morally unstable are not welcome in the National Socialist order of America.

The Aryan Race is backed against the wall. There is no time to fear for one's comfort. YOU would see the death of the Aryan Race and all you value, were we to fail in this greatest endeavor of all time. We have but one option, and that is forward. The alternative is for Aryan men to serve the "New World Order" on their knees, and for Aryan women to serve on their backs.

YOUR efforts, no matter how small or great, in concert with those of your racial brothers and sisters across this Nation and around the world shall result in The Triumph of the Aryan Will.

---

**RACIST VS. RACIALIST**

*By Kevin James*

According as once wistfully considered by Shakespeare, “A rose by any other name would smell as sweet.” Conversely, the recent issue of the Obama Administration considering creating laws against anti-Muslim speech (http://newsaxon.org/kevinjames2/blog/obama-administration-reported-considering-pro-muslim-8216sharia-8217-laws/) ‘smells’ like “something is rotten in the state of Denmark”…or, the United States.

So, my idea is this: What if WE resist all efforts at the use of the word, “racist,” and instead focus on the less-vilified word, “racialist?”

While certainly not as universally sweet-smelling in the minds of all people, the word, ‘racialist’ has less of a DENOTATIVE (bad) set of sub-meanings than the word, “racist,” even though functionally, the two words are semantic and philosophical ‘cousins.’

By the way, according to dictionary.com (http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/racialist?s=t), there is a definition for he word, ‘racist,’ but not a separate one for the word, ‘racialist,’ except as an alternative noun. Fortunately, The Free Dictionary realizes the (pardon the pun) shade and variation in meaning (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/racialist), although the article inadvertently condemns it as being “Chiefly British Variant of racism.”

Just a ‘rose’ of a thought or two to consider.
The following is a photo essay showcases the work of Harry Hughes. He is the NSM Director of Region 11, and an NSM Media associate producer. He has traveled very extensively, both covering NSM events, and the U.S./Mexico border.

The pictures in this gallery are perhaps some of his best photographic work, and as you can see, the photos shown herein are not entirely political. All pictures have either been taken by Hughes, or in the case of the one with him by the Civil War cannon, set up by him, so the resulting image could be captured by someone else according to Hughes’ aesthetic dictates.
Rejoice in Small Victories

I came across a discussion from a member who was apparently disillusioned that in his/her area, there were seemingly few comrades, and apparently little opportunity for positive public awareness of our cause. From an organizational analysis focus, I actually think this is something that needs to be addressed.

While you will find an instant influx of comrades joining your own nearest unit en masse after a flier run would be gratifying, or tons of positive press coverage quickly after you put up a video on the internet would be even more wonderful, know that this is generally the exception to the rule. Instead, rejoice in small victories.

There are pro-white organizations out there that shall remained unnamed which create a website for public relations, have cookouts and other events, and also have internal discussions of how the world's various situations relate to the white race. Unfortunately, much of this might be said to be ineffectually 'preaching to the choir.'

However, I think that everyone, whether affiliated with the National Socialist Movement or any other similarly active, like-minded organization, does not fit that mold.

Although, I will have to admit that these types of pro-white organizations do a valuable service for the more 'cerebral' among us who have yet to make a more firm commitment to the occasional 'street action.' They help people transition from awareness, to understanding. However, the movement to action is up to each person. And, everyone should realize that every action we undertake is not instantly recognized by the outside world, let alone even (or especially) as we intend it.

The National Socialist Movement (as well as other like-minded, pro-White organizations) are needed, now more than ever. Our events generate curiosity from our fellow Whites. They ARE (slowly, but surely) waking up. Our speeches, websites, videos and other publications also do a couple of remarkable things. They show those for us that there is a rational, yet inspirational way through what is and could happen in the world. And, they show those against us that we are fully aware of what is going on, and will continue to use all strategic and legal means at our disposal to bring forth our message of truth.

Network and cherish your comrades during this struggle. Educate and train yourself with all the practical and theoretical knowledge that you can. Do not become dispirited, but united in our cause to retain the most complete vestiges of White humanity!

Be realistic, and do what you can, when you can, as much as you can! Communicate your personal vision of the good of the White race to others on the internet, as well as the travesties committed by other races, governments and institutions.

Embrace reality, yet be cheered by small victories...even the ones you might never have expected.
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NSM88 Records has a wide selection of products ranging well beyond Compact Discs. Take a minute to check out our catalog as we think you will be impressed. You will find all sorts of items such as patches, DVDs, clothing, t-shirts, posters, video games, lapel pins, uniforms and accessories, collector LPs, a huge selection of books such as Himmler’s Camelot and much more.

To Quickly See What’s New Click Here

IMPORTANT SECURITY NOTICE: If you are accessing NSM88 Records from a public or shared computer, be sure you are logged off from your account after placing an order by Clicking Here

"NSM88 Records - It’s the Sound of Revolution"

We accept all the major credit cards & money orders

Flat Rate Shipping on Domestic Orders

Special drop ship items and/or extremely heavy items may not qualify for flat rate shipping and if this is the case it will be disclosed in the items description.

NSM88 Records Live!!
High Quality RAC Streaming Radio
Near 24/7 Streaming Radio
http://live.nsm88records.com
I LOVE being shown up by command and NSM Media staffs when they blow my mind. And this past few months, my mind has been blown. First, with Commander going mind-to-mind with comedian, D.H. Hughley. By the way, got to give Hughley a (pardon the pun) HUGE amount of credit for treating Commander Schoep with respect enough to trust him to be part of the creative joke premise of the show. And thanks for keeping your word to the letter of the contract with the producers. (SARCASM ALERT) We of NSM Media always thrive on spontaneity…LOL…Almost as much fun as “America’s Book of Secrets.” But then again, TV does brainwash us.

On a more serious note, by now, many of you have seen the video David Pope did “Against Anti-White Hate Crimes.” If you haven’t check it out on YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-xhJ2vX5IE). You think you’ll have trouble watching David’s dramatically moving visual essay? Imagine the horror I felt overseeing a couple of re-edits and composing the photo essay in this issue! Commander Schoep feels that David brings a refreshing new vision to NSM Media, and he is quite correct! Of course, David’s work cannot be compared to the unexpected surprise portfolio highlights of his fellow NSM Media associate producer, Harry Hughes, who gets some…(BAD PUN ALERT)…’exposure’ towards the end of the mag.

Also in this issue, you might notice that we made a very active effort to solicit the best minds for their writing in New Saxon. If you haven’t checked it out while the NSM Forum is being further re-worked, you have GOT to do so….soon!

Of course, we had to include photos of the Atlanta and Memphis ‘street actions.’ Damn, those Antifa sure seem earnest in the error of their ways. But, if they were to end up with their communist dream, it would make working at a ‘big-box store’ seem like a dream. But, even as comical as they might be, it’s fairly pointless trying to educate them. Hmmm, I think I feel another video essay coming on…..

In this issue, we welcome NSM Italia, and we also welcome Gordon Young to NSM Media with the NSM Radio Show on Talkshoe.com! I had the pleasure of being on his last show briefly to give Brian Culpepper a chance to take a break. Thanks for putting up with my bad joke about Paula Deen and butter! Oh, but wait…The NSA already heard that one. More about that in our next issue of NSM Magazine.

Oh, and you have GOT to read Totenwolf’s article that it’s a “Battle of the Minds,” and the essays on “National Socialism,” by Seeker and Kyle ATB…both articles are VERY well written and interestingly informative.

Also, if you haven’t heard it, read the article first, and then hear the re-worked dramatization of “Nightmare,” written by George Lincoln Rockwell, interpreted by the late friend to many of us (Keelan of Guiltfree Radio), and ‘tweaked’ by NSM Media. Gods rest her creative soul! But, hey…”Rejoice in Small Victories!”

If I forgot anyone, please forgive me, email me, and we will highlight you in the next issue of NSM Magazine. Thank you SO much for blowing my mind and leaving me speechless…for a few seconds here and there at least!
Legal Name: Last:_______________________________ First___________________________________________Middle Initial ______

Alias Used _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address:_______________________________City:_____________________Stat e:____________________Zip Code :________

Telephone Number: ________________________Email Address: _________________________________________________________

Marital Status: _______________Spouse’s Name:________________________

Ethnicity/National Origin:__________________________________________________________________________________________

Date of Birth:       /        /          S e x: Male ~ F emale ~ H e ight: __________W e ight: ________E y e  Color: _________H air Color: __________

Veteran: Yes ~ N o  Branch: ____________________________________Rank: ________________________________________________

Discharge: Honorable ~ Dishonorable ~ Dates - From: __________________________ To: __________________________________

Military Training/Skills (please specify): ______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other Skills/Talents (please specify):_________________________________________________________________________________

Level of Highest Education:_________________________________________________________________________________________

Criminal Record: Yes ~ No ~ Felony: Yes ~ No ~ Misdemeanor: Yes ~ No

If yes on criminal charges, (please specify): ________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Level of Desired Commitment (circle all that apply):

Active Membership ~ Supportive ~ Financial Role Indicate Branch NSM ($10.00/month) ~ NSM Stormtrooper $10.00/month)
~ NSM Woman’s Division ($10.00/month) ~ Skinhead Division ($35.00/year, free NSM Patch)

As an Aryan Citizen of the United States of America or _______________________ I support a strong free Republic without
Jewish influence or control. I recognize the National Socialist Movement, in their efforts to improve the environment and living
conditions for all Aryan people. I am in agreement with the goals and principles of the NSM and their aims therein to promote
White European values. As a Member of the NSM, I promise to support the NSM and do my part in an effort to advance the
Movement and our Race, as a whole. I will actively fight for the National Socialist Movement’s goals and initiatives by my
contributions of money donations, materials, service and skills.

I, ___________________________________________, support the goals of the National Socialist Movement for all White European
Nations. I pledge to not use any methods that are illegal, in the normal sense of the criminal statute, to attain the goals of the
NSM and/or a strong free Nation State. I make this pledge to the NSM, of my own free will, for all White peoples to advance my
Race.

I swear that I am not an agent or partisan whatsoever whose ideals are hostile to the NSM.

Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: ___________________

ALL applicants MUST enclose (2) pictures of themselves and $20.00 application fee, which includes first month’s donations.
Subsequent monthly donations are $10 per month. The National Socialist Movement accepts checks, money orders or
cashier’s checks in US Funds only -- No Cash Please. The $20 dollar application fee is to help cover NSM
publication/handbooks to new recruits.

Disclaimer: The NSM first and foremost is a legal White civil rights organization. And all information obtained, via the NSM
Application, is used for the solitary purpose of membership determination. The decision to grant or deny, said Application, is
based solely on the information collected. It is never used for any other purpose.

OUR RACE IS OUR NATION!